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â€”. New, the engine produced a respectable hp and lb-ft of torque. Under light throttle, the ,mile
engine seemed to drive fine. However, once we pushed the old mill a little harder, some
problems began to pop up. The engine initially detonated badly under full throttle, indicating a
buildup of carbon in the combustion chamber. A few weeks later, the check engine light came
on. A diagnostic scan revealed a faulty knock sensor. While maintenance records provided by
the original owner of the vehicle indicated the oil had been changed regularly, there was no
record of the spark plugs ever being changed. Even long-life plugs have a life of , miles. Based
on the brand and condition of the plugs once we pulled them out, it was likely they had never
been changed. With crusty electrodes and a wide. As bad as the plugs were, the knock sensors
were even worse. The rear knock sensor is especially prone to corrosion due to the engine
being tilted slightly backward. Moisture tends to accumulate in the sensor cavity. While our
front knock sensor looked to be in decent shape, the rear one was so severely corroded it was
barely recognizable. With new plugs, sensors, and oil, the engine was smoother and more
responsive. After the plug and oil change and new knock sensors, the old LM7 seemed to run
smoother and peppier, and the dreaded check engine light stayed off. Sources Amsoil. More
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terms of use. LS1 vs. LS2 vs. LQ9 vs. L33 vs. LS7 vs. LS9 vs. As you pull out and step on the
gas, you hear an awful noise that sounds like shaking a bunch of marbles in a can. The car
hesitates, stumbles, then proceeds to accelerate slower than normal. What just happened? A
combustion engine requires a carefully balanced mix of air and fuel. This air fuel mixture must
be ignited at precisely the right moment. That moment is usually just before the cylinder
reaches top dead center TDC on the compression stroke. Virtually every engine knocks to some
extent. Cruising knock happens while driving at a constant speed. Cruising knock is very
common and much less concerning. An engine knock sensor is designed to detect these
unplanned explosions and send a voltage signal to the ECU or powertrain control module.
Retarding delaying the ignition timing means the spark plugs fire a bit later than they used to.
The piston will be a little higher in the cylinder and the combustion event will not make as much
power on the combustion stroke. Lowering the power output by retarding the ignition timing will
decrease cylinder pressures, making the combustion event safer for the engine. The main
downside is that your car will be slower until the ignition timing returns to normal. This will help
prevent damage to the engine as it goes through the pre-ignition process. If your knock sensor
were to malfunction or go bad in your vehicle, there would be some noticeable symptoms that
would present themselves. On newer vehicles that have both direct injection and a
turbocharger, there is an increased probability to experience pre-ignition when the driver
requests a lot of torque at a low low engine speed. Supposedly there are engine oils that can
mitigate this phenomenon, but nothing can prevent it entirely. If you drive a manual
transmission vehicle that is both direct injected and turbocharged, consider downshifting
before you floor it. Automatic transmissions will likely handle this for you. Engine knock can be
caused by a number of factors, especially when unfavorable conditions are combined. Not only
does heat make the intake air less dense, it will also increase the probability of knock. On hot
days, the temperature of the combustion gases will be higher. This increases the risk of
combustion before the cylinder is ready to ignite the mixture. To combat this, most engines will
retard ignition timing in hot temperatures to make combustion safer. Ever put a lower octane
fuel in your gas tank than what the manufacturer called for? A higher octane rating has a higher
resistance to compression ignition. Using the wrong fuel will likely cause engine knock. Note
that some vehicles are designed to run multiple octanes. In these situations, the engine will
adjust accordingly. As a vehicle ages, carbon deposits build up on the valves, cylinder walls,
and pistons. These carbon deposits can create hot spots that ignite fuel unevenly. There are
ways to mitigate or remove carbon buildup. Some examples are walnut blasting the valves,
Seafoam treatment, or running a catch can. A catch can and an air oil separator AOS are two
devices that clean the oily air mixture that is ventilated from the positive crankcase ventilation
PCV system. Sometimes an ECU is programmed to run the engine too lean or with very
advanced ignition timing. A lean air fuel ratio maximizes fuel economy. Advanced timing burns
the mixture earlier in the combustion cycle, which maximizes power. Both of these situations
can cause engine knock when taken to an extreme. ECUs often run on the leaner side from the
factory for emissions purposes. This is usually fine, but occasionally a manufacturer will take it
too far. The updated engine management software is designed to give the engine a safer

calibration. One of the first symptoms you might notice is the engine warning light illuminating
on your dashboard. You should take this early warning sign seriously and have your vehicle
inspected before the problem gets worse. Of course, there are many reasons why an engine
warning light could turn on and a bad knock sensor is one of them. When the knock sensor
starts to malfunction, you will hear loud noises coming from the engine that almost resembles
thumping sounds. The longer you go without fixing this problem, the louder those sounds are
going to get. The reason this noise occurs is due to the ignition of the air and fuel mixture
inside of the cylinder. Normally, the mixture would reach the combustion point instead.
Therefore, sounds like this should motivate you to take your vehicle to the mechanic promptly.
Again, there are many reasons for why you might get bad fuel mileage. You can be sure of this if
you already have the previous three symptoms occurring. The worst symptoms from a bad
knock sensor will occur when internal engine components become damaged. There may even
be a burning smell coming from the engine and getting into the cabin of your vehicle. Any
further use of the vehicle in this condition could result in the entire engine being destroyed. It is
much cheaper to just replace the knock sensor. In most cases, the parts costs and labor costs
will be about the same. If you can find a good deal on the labor from an independent mechanic,
then maybe you can lower your overall costs considerably. Hello, my 95 corolla has miles and it
has been pinging and knocking when I accelerate. The pinging and knocking is not to loud but it
is noticable in hot or cold weather and this happens intermittently. No check light on but I have
noticed my fuel economy is not good my car still has good power. Could it still be a bad knock
sencor. Check to see if you have any check engine lights they may be stored even if the light is
not illuminated. Hello there! My GMC Canyon sle has mi. I am using regular unleaded gasoline.
When truck is in lower speed, it makes knocking noise. As I drive above 40 mi per hour, the
noise stops. On the freeway I can here that noise too, but not as loud. Do you think changing
the knock sensor can help eliminate that nagging noise? Thank you Mars. Does the knocking
noise change with RPM? I had my Kia Sportage Ex brought to 2 separate mechanics,. Still no
change,thats when we were told bad engine due to low compressions especially on 3 and 5
cylinders. We were going to replace the engine when the other mechanic decided to check and
change the knock sensors. He said it was ideal after he replaced the knock sensors,changed the
plugs and wires. Tomorrow we will return to the mechanic but meanwhile did he do anything
useful? He did not provide the updated compressions. Or any proof,info. So using our own
OBD2 reader,it displays the same. And check engine light on. It does drive great,however on the
flip side,its still not running right,and the cel is on,. Yet the OBD reader says 3 and 5,multi and
recently a torque converter clutch,P He the mechanic seemed oblivious to that when I showed
him the photo I took of that read out on my cell from the obd reader. Any advice? Changing the
knock sensor, plugs, and wires will not affect compression. What were the compression
numbers? I have a Mini Cooper with 67k miles on it. What does it mean? The light disappeared
the next day. This may be a wiring issue, a problem with the knock sensor, or a bad ground. I
newly replaced my knock sensor, and when I scanned it using OBDll it says check engine
particular in the knock sensor.. I dont have any idea please help. It could be an electrical issue
such as a bad ground or weak connection somewhere. Check the wiring leading to the knock
sensor to see if anything may have rubbed the insulation away. Check all grounds to make sure
they are clean and tight. I will be cruising and suddenly revs will drop completely and I will have
no power for a couple of seconds. Other than that, car runs perfect. Just yesterday, got an
engine light which I read to be a faulty knock sensor. Do you think these two things could be
related? Could be related, not sure. Do you have any mods? If so, are you running a tune that
supports them? These cars pull a lot of timing and lose power when you use a lower octane.
Can a knock sensor react to a bad spark plug or coil pack? My 8 cylinder Chevy Silverado
seems to run fine but it has the KS code. He took off the sensors and said one of the new ones
he fixed is bad so he brought another one, read it and fixed both again but the check engine
light returned after a few miles. What could be the issue? When I got the car, after sometime, I
realised the car was struggling to accelerate or delays in changing gears due to this. Also, the
car heats up alot and I was told it was cos the catalyst was blockedâ€¦ran a scan and it was
catalyst issue, I took off both catalyst giving issues the one under and the middle one then I
added spacers to all the oxygen sensors. My car felt good again and check engine left, but after
sometime, it returned back, and before I could get to my mechanic, my car stopped on the road
and I realised it overheated.. I was shocked.. The fan was good, I top up water like days ago so I
was shocked. When I got to my electrician, scanned again and it says no coolant, we topped up
coolant and error was clearedâ€¦. In between all these, I also noticed my AC would stop cooling
and after turning it off for sometime, it begins to cool again. This has also happened before
removing catalyst. I went to scan again and this time was when the knock sensor errors came
up. Another thing I noticed again was before I removed catalyst, I had noticed my engine oil

dropped low beyond both guages on the dip stick this lasted for about miles so I felt that was
fare and serviced the car with Mobil 1 5wâ€¦ previously oil used was normal Mobil oil by
ignorant Mechanics. Now less than a month after I serviced just around miles , I checked my dip
stick today and the oil is just by the second gauge as if half of my oil had dried up. I also turned
my car on, left it steaming for around 30mins and revved it, little to no smoke came off the
exhaust that looked colourless not sure about that but its as if no smoke came out the exhaust.
Hey Douglas, it sounds like you may have a few unrelated issues with your vehicle. The leaking
oil and coolant makes me wonder if you have a failed head gasket from overheating the first
time. I would consider a leak down test to see if that is the case. The knock sensor issues do
sound electrical in nature, possibly a bad ground or short in the wiring harness. Perhaps the
engine is knocking from burning oil and coolant. I am not really sure, that is just speculation.
Good luck on your search. Just after this horrible weather hit, I noticed a loud knocking in my
engine. Then, literally a few minutes before writing this, I was taking my girlfriend to get some
snacks at the gas station when the knock became really bad, and the engine just died. No
warning, no lights, nothing. Might want to do a compression or leak down test to give you a
starting point. Was the code just for the knock sensor? Table of Contents. Looking for
Replacement Parts? Could it still be a bad knock sencor Reply. Can a bad knock sensor make a
gearbox not to change Reply. Thank you Mars Reply. Could be. I dont have any idea please help
Reply. So glad I stumbled upon thisâ€¦Great job you doing! I am wondering if all these are
connected and what could be the problem? Please read carefully and help me understand whats
wrong and what could be the fix. Facebook Pinterest Twitter. We worried not, as the truck drove
fine and the gauges noted that coolant and oil pressure were in the normal range. Later on, we
made a trip to the local auto parts store to have them scan and read the trouble code only to
find out that the power ports were not functioning, which is a requirement for the OBD II port to
function as well. We simply replaced the fuse and were able to get it scanned. The outcome of
which was a faulty knock sensor code. From the research gathered on various forums and Y ou
T ube channels, it was recommended to replace both knock sensors at the same time, as well as
the harness that connects them to the main harness. The rear- most sensor is usually the one
that fails the most, but both are susceptible to the same issue. Namely, the rubber molded plugs
that are supposed to seal them up become dry and hard over time. They also shrink , which in
turn allows moisture to collect in the tub that the sensor rests in. The harness that connects the
sensor is also prone to fail as it becomes dry and brittle fr o m the engine heat. The plug on the
end of the rusty sensor also rusts. Feeling that it was a safer bet to not chance ripping or losing
any injector O rings, it was decided to disconnect the fuel line and leave the rails and injectors
attached to the intake. It may be hard to do, but we would also suggest getting a vacuum in
between the valve covers and the fuel rails to try and remove as much debris as possible before
pulling the intake manifold. We were able to procure everything needed to complete the task
through summitracing. The sensors, the harness, the intake gaskets , the hand-held scanner
and more were all sourced from one place, which is always a nice way to get things started. The
company carries a multitude of tools and stock replacement parts as well. We had a
rudimentary set of fuel line disconnect tools, some of which were broke n , and all of which
prove d difficult to use. Also in the upgrade, or rather the add column, was the Actron Elite Auto
Scanner. With all of the necessary items in hand, it was time to go CEL-free on the dash.
Jumping onto the Summitracing. From the tools to the replacement parts, Summit had many
options for us to choose from. After plugging in the Actron Elite Auto Scanner, we simply
needed to follow the prompts, starting with the make and model of vehicle. As the air intake
tube had already been removed due to the water pump installation, it was straight to the beauty
cover with the socket. Underneath the cover is this attachment plate. There are three fasteners;
the one at the back will require a wrench as there is not enough room to get a socket and
ratchet in there. This truck, being a drive-by-wire model, thus does not require removal of the
throttle cables. Remove the cap, cover the orifice with a rag, and gently release the pressure by
using a screwdriver or other implement to depress the valve. Disconnecting the fuel injectors is
a bit tricky, as you need to depress this safety clip and remove it before you can unplug the
injector. At the throttle body, there are two plugs on the right side and the throttle control here
on the left. You need to lift on the small black part to remove the gray piece, and then you can
unplug the large black plug from the throttle body. On top of the intake manifold and towards
the rear is the knock sensor harness. We did find one guy that was able to remove the throttle
body without disconnecting these coolant lines, but since this cooling system was empty from
the water pump change already, we opted to remove the lines to make things easier. We were
lucky in that the first tool we tried on the fuel line popped it right off. The handle on this
particular tool gave us some much-needed leverage. Three nuts and the throttlebody came right
off. Take care not to damage the gasket. The last thing that should hold you up is this plug at

the very back of the intake manifold. Carefully lift straight up on the intake and then begin to
pull it forward while lifting the front of it up. It may catch on things here and there, so having an
extra set of hands and eyes comes in handy at this point. As you can see, it is trash city down
here with the intake manifold off. Not having vacuumed prior to the manifold removal allowed
some debris to fall into the intake ports. Be sure to remove any debris prior to reinstalling the
intake. It would seem that more than just the knock sensors met an untimely demise in this
environment. A 22mm socket is needed to remove the sensors. You can wing it and hope twenty
is accurate and sufficient, or see it as an opportunity to add another tool to the chest and pick
up an inch-pounds torque wrench. This design makes for an easy clean up upon removal, which
we performed but opted not to show. The torque sequence for tightening the manifold bolts is
as followsâ€”44 in-lbs on the first pass and 89 in-lbs on the second. Reverse the disassembly
steps carefully and you should be good. As we had erased the code after reading it, upon start
up, we were greeted with a CEL-free instrument panel. Did it run poorly before you did it? Did
you replace gaskets with new ones? Clean throttle body? Verify all fuel injector wires are seated
correctly and in the right place? They should click when inserted properly. Are vacuum lines
plugged in and not broken? Is pcv plugged into back of valve cover? Are all electrical
connectors connected as they were? Pingback: 5. Hello, this was extremely helpful. Thank you
very much. First time, I used KS from amazon. Later, I used AC Delco and new wire harness.
Tested for open ground etc. Not sure if I may have a computer issue. I changed both knock
sensors and wiring harness and the engine light still came on. I checked all connections and
they look good then cleared codes again. The light comes on again with same codes. But it runs
smooth. Although it has shapes on the plate suggesting the sensors are underneath it. Is that
normal? Any help or thoughts would be hot! So i was replacing my knock sensors and the one
closest to the firewall would not come out. Its broken. The wire harness. I hear there is a way to
short out the sensors and the light goes out? I have a GMC I had to change out my intake
manifold gaskets so I changed out my 2 knock sensors while I was at it. Both knock sensors
and the harness Everything I bought is Ac Delco. Somebody help me. Your email address will
not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Pause Play Play Prev Next. The eighth digit in the VIN
gave us the correct engine code. Getting to the heart of the problem, we scrolled to diagnostic
codes. The display shows our knock sensor error code, P An 8mm socket allowed removal of
the beauty cover. Remove this fastener holding the main wiring harness to the intake. The
alternator connector needs to be unplugged as well. Remove this vacuum line from the right
side of the intake manifold. Next, disconnect the vacuum line to the brake booster.
Disconnection of the fuel line is next. First, remove the safety clip. Here is the rear sensor, and
as you can see, it has seen better days. Author: Steve Baur Steve Baur is the founder and
principal of Driven Media Works, a Florida-based creative-services firm serving the automotive
aftermarket. Buddy says: March 19, at pm. Lynford Seibel says: October 9, at pm. Juan says:
December 5, at pm. Mike says: December 7, at pm. Sometimes sensors are bad out of the box.
Juan says: December 13, at pm. Mitch says: December 16, at pm. Your knock sensors are in a
different location on a Gen 4 LS Motor. Wayne Kretchman says: August 15, at pm. Brendan
says: October 19, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published.
Position 1: in the center of the cylinder block As used in OEM applications. Good balance of
knock signal pickup from all cylinders. Position 2: front or back side of the cylinder block
Reduced sensitivity to one or more cylinders depending on position of sensor. Maybe somehow
reduced signal to noise ratio. Position 3: cylinder head Reduced sensitivity to one or more
cylinders depending on position of sensor. Noise pick up from valvetrain. Worst possible signal
to noise ratio. Why is that? Make sure that the sensor mounting bolt or nut is torqued to the
correct specification The common M8 thread requires 20Nm torque. Secure the knock sensor
cable a few cm away from the sensor to prevent unwanted vibrations being transfered to the
sensor. If any of the above is not adhered to, the acoustical coupling of the sensor to the engine
will be compromised and the output signal of the sensor will not be reliable for knock detection!
Jan Good balance of knock signal pickup from all cylinders Position 2: front or back side of the
cylinder block Reduced sensitivity to one or more cylinders depending on position of sensor.
Maybe somehow reduced signal to noise ratio Position 3: cylinder head Reduced sensitivity to
one or more cylinders depending on position of sensor. Your knock sensor is an electrical
device on your truck, car or Sport Utility vehicle that detects knocks in your engine caused by
premature detonation of the air-fuel mixture as it enters the cylinder head. When knock sensors
start to go bad, you may hear a pinging or loud knocking coming from your engine. If you ever
need to bypass your knock sensors, the most direct way of doing so is to simply disconnect
them. Pull your hood latch. Open your hood. Place your socket set over the bolt holding your

negative battery cable. Turn the socket to the left to loosen the bolt. Slip the cable off. Find the
knock sensor on your car, truck or SUV. The knock sensor is mounted on front of your engine,
near the fuel injector. On some vehicles you may have to remove hoses or the air box cover to
access your knock sensor. Unplug the wiring harness from your vehicle's knock sensor once
you have found it. Loosen and remove the retaining bolt holding your knock sensor. Remove
the knock sensor. Ashton Daigle, a New Orleans native, graduated from Southeastern Louisiana
University in and went straight to work as a journalist. In he tackled the biggest news story of
his life - Hurricane Katrina. Step 1 Pull your hood latch. Step 2 Find the knock sensor on your
car, truck or SUV. Step 3 Unplug the wiring harness from your vehicle's knock sensor once you
have found it. References "Sensors and Tranducers"; Ronald K. All fuel-injected Chevrolet
trucks with gas engines as opposed to diesel engines use a knock sensor. The knock sensor
sends a signal to the PCM the truck engine's computer to tell the computer about ignition
timing. The knock sensor uses two flat-response two-wire sensors. They produce voltage based
on engine vibration and noise level. If the sensor detects pinging
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cylinder knock caused by pre-detonation , it tells the computer to adjust the ignition timing to
reduce or eliminate pinging. Reach through the wheel well into the engine, just above and to the
left of the oil filter housing, and just below the third cylinder from the front of the engine. Place
your fingers on the wiring harness connector on the side of the block. This is the knock sensor.
Cayden Conor has been writing since She has been published on several websites and in the
winter issue of "QECE. She has an Associate of Science paralegal from Manchester Community
College and studied computer science, criminology and education at University of Tampa. Step
1 Jack the Chevrolet truck up and support it with jack stands. Step 2 Remove the driver's side
wheel using the lug wrench. Tips If the knock sensor has a shield, you will be able to feel where
the wiring harness goes under the shield. The shield must be removed to gain access to the
knock sensor. Floor jack Jack stands Lug wrench.

